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Read Online Commentary Bible
Expositor Isaiah Proverbs
As recognized, adventure as with ease as experience very nearly lesson,
amusement, as without diﬃculty as bargain can be gotten by just checking out a
book Commentary Bible Expositor Isaiah Proverbs with it is not directly done,
you could say you will even more on this life, nearly the world.
We meet the expense of you this proper as competently as simple exaggeration to
get those all. We present Commentary Bible Expositor Isaiah Proverbs and numerous
ebook collections from ﬁctions to scientiﬁc research in any way. in the midst of them
is this Commentary Bible Expositor Isaiah Proverbs that can be your partner.

KEY=BIBLE - JAYLA JOSE
PROVERBS-ISAIAH
Zondervan This is a completely revised edition of Gold Medallion Awardwinning Expositor's Bible Commentary. This revised commentary has
undergone substantial revisions that keep pace with current evangelical
scholarship and resources. Just as its previous edition, it oﬀers a major
contribution to the study and understanding of the Scriptures. Providing
pastors and Bible students with a comprehensive and scholarly tool for the
exposition of the Scriptures and the teaching and proclamation of the
gospel, this ten-volume reference work has become a staple of seminary
and college libraries and pastors' studies worldwide. Its ﬁfty-six
contributors---thirty of them are new---represent the best in evangelical
scholarship committed to the divine inspiration, complete trustworthiness,
and full authority of the Bible. As before, The Expositor's Bible
Commentary features full NIV text, but also refers freely to other
translations and to the original languages. In addition to its exposition,
each book of the Bible has an introduction, outline, and an updated
bibliography. Notes on textual questions and special problems are
correlated with the expository units; transliteration and translation of
Semitic and Greek words make the more technical notes accessible to
readers unacquainted with the biblical languages. In matters where
marked diﬀerences of opinion exist, commentators, while stating their own
convictions, deal fairly and irenically with opposing views.

PROVERBS–ISAIAH
Zondervan Academic Continuing a Gold Medallion Award-winning legacy, the
completely revised Expositor's Bible Commentary puts world-class biblical
scholarship in your hands. A staple for students, teachers, and pastors
worldwide, The Expositor's Bible Commentary (EBC) oﬀers comprehensive
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yet succinct commentary from scholars committed to the authority of the
Holy Scriptures. The EBC uses the New International Version of the Bible,
but the contributors work from the original Hebrew and Greek languages
and refer to other translations when useful. Each section of the
commentary includes: An introduction: background information, a short
bibliography, and an outline An overview of Scripture to illuminate the big
picture The complete NIV text Extensive commentary Notes on textual
questions, key words, and concepts Reﬂections to give expanded thoughts
on important issues The series features 56 contributors, who: Believe in
the divine inspiration, complete trustworthiness, and full authority of the
Bible Have demonstrated proﬁciency in the biblical book that is their
specialty Are committed to the church and the pastoral dimension of
biblical interpretation Represent geographical and denominational
diversity Use a balanced and respectful approach toward marked
diﬀerences of opinion Write from an evangelical viewpoint For insightful
exposition, thoughtful discussion, and ease of use—look no further than
The Expositor's Bible Commentary.

THE EXPOSITOR'S BIBLE COMMENTARY: PROVERBS-ISAIAH
"This is a complete revision of the Gold Medallion-winning commentary
series. It is up to date in its discussion of theological and critical issues and
thoroughly evangelical in its viewpoint."--Publisher description.

THE EXPOSITOR'S BIBLE COMMENTARY
Expositor's Bible commentary "This is a complete revision of the Gold
Medallion-winning commentary series. It is up to date in its discussion of
theological and critical issues and thoroughly evangelical in its viewpoint."-Publisher description.

NELSON'S NEW ILLUSTRATED BIBLE COMMENTARY
SPREADING THE LIGHT OF GOD'S WORD INTO YOUR LIFE
Thomas Nelson A comprehensive verse-by-verse commentary for lay Bible
students, fully highlighted by articles, maps, charts, and illustrations-all in
one volume. Clear and Comprehensive: Annotations by leading evangelical
scholars don't dodge tough issues; alternative views are presented fairly,
but commentators make their positions clear. Attractively Designed:
Graphics appeal to the sound-bite generation and others who aren't
traditional commentary readers. Interesting and Revealing: Hundreds of
feature articles that provide additional information or new perspectives on
a topic related to Bible background. Visually Appealing: Maps, drawings,
and photos illuminate the commentary and visualize important
information.
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THE BIBLE AND SOCIAL JUSTICE
OLD TESTAMENT AND NEW TESTAMENT FOUNDATIONS FOR THE
CHURCH'S URGENT CALL
Wipf and Stock Publishers Although the cry for justice in human society is an
important theme in the Bible, in many church and academic circles action
for and discourse about social justice is carried on without a thorough
exploration of this theme in Scripture. This volume brings together
chapters by experts in the various sections of the Old and New Testaments
to give a full spectrum of what the Bible has to say about social justice,
and to point to ways forward for Christians seeking to think and act in
harmony with God in pursuing social justice in the world today.

LET US GO UP TO ZION
ESSAYS IN HONOUR OF H. G. M. WILLIAMSON ON THE OCCASION OF
HIS SIXTY-FIFTH BIRTHDAY
BRILL This volume honours Professor H. G. M. Williamson, Regius Professor
of Hebrew at Oxford University through a collection of essays by colleagues
and former students from across the globe. The various contributions
intersect with the previous work of Professor Williamson related to the Old
Testament/Hebrew Bible and Hebrew language and texts.

SPIRITUAL LEADERSHIP
A BIBLICAL THEOLOGY OF THE ROLE OF THE SPIRIT IN THE
LEADERSHIP OF GOD'S PEOPLE
Wipf and Stock Publishers How should we see the Spirit at work in spiritual
leaders today? How did the Spirit work through spiritual leaders in the
Bible? While many books on spiritual leadership look at the culture around
us and oﬀer sound advice from biblical principles, this study asks Scripture
ﬁrst what the Spirit did through spiritual leaders in the Bible in order to
ﬁgure out what the Spirit should be doing through spiritual leaders today.

COMMENTARY ON THE WHOLE BIBLE
GENESIS TO REVELATION
Each chapter is summed up in its contents, each paragraph reduced to its
proper heads, the sense given, and largely illustrated with practical
remarks and observations.

EXALTING JESUS IN PROVERBS
B&H Publishing Group Edited by David Platt, Daniel L. Akin, and Tony Merida,
this new commentary series, projected to be 48 volumes, takes a Christcentered approach to expositing each book of the Bible. Rather than a
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verse-by-verse approach, the authors have crafted chapters that explain
and apply key passages in their assigned Bible books. Readers will learn to
see Christ in all aspects of Scripture, and they will be encouraged by the
devotional nature of each exposition. Projected contributors to the series
include notable authors such as Russell D. Moore, Al Mohler, Matt
Chandler, Francis Chan, Mark Dever, and others.

ISAIAH
GOD SAVES SINNERS
Crossway Isaiah is widely considered the deepest, richest, and most
theologically signiﬁcant book in the Old Testament. It is, without question,
a profound statement by God about his own sovereignty and majesty
spoken through his chosen spokesman, the prophet Isaiah. In this
expository commentary on the book of Isaiah, Raymond C. Ortlund, Jr.,
argues that Isaiah imparts a single vision of God throughout all sixty-six
chapters. It is a uniﬁed, woven whole presenting God's revelation of
himself to mankind, breaking through our pretense and clashing "with our
intuitive sense of things." Ortlund makes a point of man's uninterest in God
and his unfailing inclination to disbelief, and thus the need for God to
"interrupt our familiar ways of thinking." The emphasis of this addition to
the Preaching the Word series is this: God saves sinners. He saves them
willfully and powerfully and needs no help from us, presenting himself in
all his unmistakable glory. The message of Isaiah, shown thoroughly and
thoughtfully in this commentary, will reignite a passion for the glory of God
in the hearts of believers and will present that glory clearly and potently to
those who have yet to be brought to saving faith. Part of the Preaching the
Word series. Part of the Preaching the Word series.

AND THEIR EYES WERE OPENED
A THEOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF BLINDNESS IN THE HEBREW
SCRIPTURES
Wipf and Stock Publishers This book is a detailed theological analysis of
blindness in the Hebrew Bible. It explores blindness in the context of
religion, law codes, theodicy, social justice, and healing. McAllister ﬁrst
considers the wider context of ancient Near Eastern cultures before
analyzing various words for blindness found in the Hebrew Bible. The focus
then shifts to examining blindness in various blocks of material, in the Law,
the Prophets, and the Writings, before synthesizing the ﬁndings. This book
is excellent for scholars and students interested in better understanding
disability in the context of the Bible and the ancient Near East.

GENERAL CATALOGUE OF THE PUBLIC LIBRARY OF DETROIT, MICH
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SUPPLEMENT
GENERAL CATALOGUE OF THE BOOKS EXCEPT FICTION, FRENCH, AND
GERMAN, IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY OF DETROIT, MICH
SUPPLEMENT
SPIRITUAL BLINDNESS
FIND YOUR SPIRITUAL EYES AND OPEN THEM
WestBow Press The New Testament teaches three speciﬁc things how
individual Christians in the church are to conduct themselves; o Love one
another as Christ loved us o How men and women treat each other outside
of marriage o How husbands and wives treat each other inside of marriage.
These three basic human relationships serve as a witness to those outside
the church as an evangelistic tool. How we deal with each other has
ramiﬁcations for how we conduct ourselves spiritually before a lost world.
We have failed in these three basic relationships. We need someone to
step unafraid from the background and face down criticism and perhaps
ridicule, even persecution from the self-righteous who continue to lead the
church away and resist the necessary course corrections in these ﬁnal
days. Who will be willing to confront the issues head-on in order for the
world to know Christ? Are you, as part of His church, ready for the second
coming of our Lord? Would you be willing to face discomfort and ridicule if
you knew that God had called you to such a fate? What discomfort are you
willing to endure for the cause of Christ?

THE PROPHECY OF ISAIAH
AN INTRODUCTION COMMENTARY
InterVarsity Press Presenting a wealth of comment and perspective on the
book of Isaiah, J. Alec Motyer pays particular attention to three recurring
themes: the messianic hope, the motif of the city, and the theology of the
Holy One of Israel. This rich, accessible commentary is a wise, winsome and
welcome guide to Isaiah for Christians today.

NELSON'S OLD TESTAMENT SURVEY
DISCOVERING THE ESSENCE, BACKGROUND AND MEANING ABOUT
EVERY OLD TESTAMENT BOOK
Thomas Nelson This handy resource allows the reader to quickly summarize
or review all the pertinent details about any Old Testament book. More
than a Bible handbook but less than a commentary, Nelson's New
Illustrated Old Testament Survey provides a section by section breakdown
of issues and topics dealt with in the Hebrew Scriptures. It includes:
Complete but concise outlines of every Old Testament book A succinct
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introduction for each book Sections that identify each Bible author's
theological emphasis Inserts that highlight real-life insights Arguments for
the unity of the original manuscripts

PROVERBS
WISDOM THAT WORKS
Crossway How exactly does one become wise? Pastor and teacher Ray
Ortlund points out that the wisdom of God does not stand aloof, as if it
were unattainable. Instead, he shows that wisdom graciously moves
toward us, into our real world where we live and struggle day by day.
Wisdom oﬀers us her very best, if only we will listen. After all, “Wisdom
cries aloud in the street, in the markets she raises her voice,” and, if
wisdom troubles herself to yell, there must be a reason to listen and a
means to hear. Ortlund unpacks the book of Proverbs in twenty-one
straightforward sermons, providing a biblical worldview that opens up the
higher meaning of money, sex, and power, as well as that of the daily
routines of an average life. Drawing relevant parallels from ancient culture
to present day, he helps the reader understand how the book of Proverbs
is practical help for normal people going through everyday life. Most
importantly, Ortlund shows how the Proverbs point to Jesus and his
counsel for the perplexed, his strength for the defeated, his warning to the
proud, his mercy for the broken. With careful treatment of the Scriptures
and uncomplicated language, Proverbs: Wisdom that Works ﬁlls the
vacuum between the layman’s experience and the exegetical depth of
many commentaries. Part of the Preaching the Word series.

PROVERBS
Verse-by-Verse Commentary on the Book of Proverbs

THE EXPOSITOR'S BIBLE COMMENTARY: DANIEL-MINOR PROPHETS
Zondervan The Gold Medallion Award-winning Expositor’s Bible Commentary
is a major contribution to the study and understanding of the Scriptures.
Providing pastors and Bible students with a comprehensive and scholarly
tool for the exposition of the Scriptures and the teaching and proclamation
of their message, this twelve-volume reference work has become a staple
of seminary and college libraries and pastors’ studies worldwide.The
seventy-eight contributors come from the United States, Canada, England,
Scotland, Australia, and New Zealand, and from many denominations,
including Anglican, Baptist, Brethren, Methodist, Nazarene, Presbyterian,
and Reformed. They represent the best in evangelical scholarship
committed to the divine inspiration, complete trustworthiness, and full
authority of the Bible.The Expositor’s Bible Commentary uses the New
International Version for its English text, but also refers freely to other
translations and to the original languages. Each book of the Bible has, in
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addition to its exposition, an introduction, outline, and bibliography. Notes
on textual questions and special problems are correlated with the
expository units; transliteration and translation of Semitic and Greek
words make the more technical notes accessible to readers unacquainted
with the biblical languages. In matters where marked diﬀerences of
opinion exist, commentators, while stating their own convictions, deal
fairly and irenically with opposing views.VOLUMES AND
CONTRIBUTORSVolume 1 Introductory Articles: General, Old Testament,
New TestamentVolume 2 Genesis: John H. Sailhamer Exodus: Walter C.
Kaiser Jr. Leviticus: R. Laird Harris Numbers: Ronald B. AllenVolume 3
Deuteronomy: Earl S. Kalland Joshua: Donald H. Madvig Judges: Herbert
Wolf Ruth: F. B. Huey Jr. 1, 2 Samuel: Ronald F. YoungbloodVolume 4 1, 2
Kings: Richard D. Patterson and Hermann J. Austel 1, 2 Chronicles: J. Barton
Payne Ezra, Nehemiah: Edwin Yamauchi Esther: F. B. Huey Jr. Job: Elmer B.
SmickVolume 5 Psalms: Willem A. VanGemeren Proverbs: Allen P. Ross
Ecclesiastes: J. Staﬀord Wright Song of Songs: Dennis F. KinlawVolume 6
Isaiah: Geoﬀrey W. Grogan Jeremiah: Charles L. Feinberg Lamentations: H.
L. Ellison Ezekiel: Ralph H. AlexanderVolume 7 Daniel: Gleason L. Archer Jr.
Hosea: Leon J. Wood Joel: Richard D. Patterson Amos: Thomas E.
McComiskey Obadiah: Carl E. Armerding Jonah: H. L. Ellison Micah: Thomas
E. McComiskey Nahum, Habakkuk: Carl E. Armerding Zephaniah: Larry
Walker Haggai: Robert L. Alden Zechariah: Kenneth L. Barker Malachi:
Robert L. AldenVolume 8 Matthew: D. A. Carson Mark: Walter W. Wessel
Luke: Walter L. LiefeldVolume 9 John: Merrill C. Tenney Acts: Richard N.
LongeneckerVolume 10 Romans: Everett F. Harrison 1 Corinthians: W.
Harold Mare 2 Corinthians: Murray J. Harris Galatians: James Montgomery
BoiceVolume 11 Ephesians: A. Skevington Wood Philippians: Homer A. Kent
Jr. Colossians: Curtis Vaughan 1, 2 Thessalonians: Robert L. Thomas 1, 2
Timothy: Ralph Earle Titus: D. Edmond Hiebert Philemon: Arthur A.
RupprechtVolume 12 Hebrews: Leon Morris James: Donald W. Burdick 1, 2
Peter: Edwin A Blum 1,2, 3 John: Glenn W. Barker Jude: Edwin A. Blum
Revelation: Alan F. Johnson

ISAIAH
Isaiah has sometimes been called "The Fifth Gospel," because in addition
to Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John of the New Testament, Isaiah tells the
story of Israel Messiah - Jesus Christ - with great power and precision.
Isaiah spoke to God's people at a turning point in their history, and his
revelation of the coming Messiah gave them hope of God's restoration and
ultimate victory. David Guzik is widely known for his popular online, verse
by verse commentary on the entire Bible, used by many thousands of
pastors, teachers, and everyday Christians worldwide. More information at
enduringword.com
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THE NON-ISRAELITE NATIONS IN THE BOOK OF THE TWELVE
THEMATIC COHERENCE AND THE DIACHRONIC-SYNCHRONIC
RELATIONSHIP IN THE MINOR PROPHETS
BRILL In The Non-Israelite Nations in the Book of the Twelve Daniel Timmer
surveys the nations-theme in the Minor Prophets in terms of its conceptual
coherence, noting its contours in each individual book and across the
collection as a whole.

BIBLICAL HERMENEUTICS
A COMPREHENSIVE INTRODUCTION TO INTERPRETING SCRIPTURE
B&H Publishing Group Biblical Hermeneutics is a textbook for introductory
courses in hermeneutics. I takes an interdisciplinary approach that is both
balanced and practical with six major foci: the history of biblical
interpretation, philosophical presuppositions, biblical genre, the
uniqueness of Scripture, the practice of exegesis, and use of exegetical
insights that will be lived and communicated in preaching and teaching.
Biblical Hermeneutics is designed for students who have little or no
knowledge of biblical interpretation. It provides, in one volume, resources
for gaining a working knowledge of the multi-faceted nature of biblical
interpretation and for supporting the practice of exegesis on the part of
the student. The ﬁrst chapter "A Student's Primer for Exegesis" by Bruce
Corley gives the student a bird's eye view of the entire process. It becomes
for the student a kind of template to which they will return again and again
as they engage in the process of exegesis. This revised edition of Biblical
Hermeneutics contains seven new chapter that deal with the major literary
genre of Scripture: law, narrative, poetry, wisdom, prophecy, Gospels and
Acts, epistles, and apocalyptic. The unique nature of Scripture is presented
in part three that addresses the authority, inspiration, and language of
Scripture. The book contains two extensive appendices, "A Student's
Glossary for Biblical Studies" and an updated and expanded version of "A
Student's Guide to Reference Books and Biblical Commentaries.

LUKE-ACTS
Harper Collins This is a revision of the Gold Medallion Award-winning
commentary series. It is up to date in its discussion of theological and
critical issues and thoroughly evangelical in its viewpoint.

A COGNITIVE SEMANTIC STUDY OF BIBLICAL HEBREW
THE ROOT ŠLM FOR COMPLETENESS-BALANCE
BRILL The author employs cognitive semantic and frame semantic to
demonstrate the basic semantic structure of the Biblical Hebrew verb שׁלם.
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JAMES
A 12-WEEK STUDY
Crossway The Knowing the Bible series is a new resource designed to help
Bible readers better understand and apply God’s Word. Each 12-week
study leads participants through one book of the Bible and is made up of
four basic components: (1) Reﬂection questions designed to help readers
engage the text at a deeper level; (2) “Gospel Glimpses” highlighting the
gospel of grace throughout the book; (3) “Whole-Bible Connections”
showing how any given passage connects to the Bible’s overarching story
of redemption culminating in Christ; and (4) “Theological Soundings”
identifying how historic orthodox doctrines are taught or reinforced
throughout Scripture. With contributions from a wide array of inﬂuential
pastors and church leaders, these gospel-centered studies will help
Christians see and cherish the message of God’s grace on each and every
page of the Bible. In this accessible study, pastor and author Greg Gilbert
examines the message of James, exploring the book’s diﬃcult teachings on
wealth, anointing with oil, prayer, healing, and the relationship between
faith and works. Through clear exposition of the biblical text and
challenging application questions, Gilbert helps readers rightly understand
James as a stirring exhortation to fruitfulness, ultimately written to remind
Christians of the necessary connection between genuine faith and heartfelt
obedience.

THE VICTOR SAYINGS IN THE BOOK OF REVELATION
Wipf and Stock Publishers This is the ﬁrst major study to focus solely on the
victor sayings and should prove invaluable to scholars and students of
Revelation and apocalyptic literature. It demonstrates that the motif of
victory is Revelation's macrodynamic theme. Chiasmus is proposed as the
book's macrostructure, based in part on the chiastic nature of the promises
to the victors, with the later fulﬁllment of these promises in the book. The
proposed forms for the seven letters--forms such as edicts, oracles, and
epistles--are examined, and it is concluded that they are a mixtum
compositum best called prophetic letters. The sociological signiﬁcance of
victory is explored within the Greco-Roman world. The text of the promises
and their co-texts (as reﬂected intertextually in traditions of biblical
literature) receive thorough examination. The eschatological fulﬁllment of
the victor sayings is surveyed in Revelation's later chapters, especially in
chapters 21-22, where the new Jerusalem is depicted. The study concludes
with an investigation of the ways that the promises were appropriated for
the time and the text world of Revelation.

IRONSIDE EXPOSITORY COMMENTARIES
Christian Classics Reproductions Henry (Harry) Allen Ironside (1876-10-14 1951-01-15) was a Bible teacher, preacher, pastor, and author in the late
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19th century and early 20th century. H A Ironside was born on 1876-10-14
in Toronto to John and Sophia (Staﬀord) Ironside, who were both active in
the Plymouth Brethren. Inspired by Dwight Moody, Ironside comforted and
challenged a generation of evangelicals during two world wars and an
economic depression. He spoke to a lay audience, and made the Bible
understandable and accessible to as many people as possible—and now, 41
of his volumes of biblical exposition and commentary are available to
enlighten your Bible study and research. Covering 48 books of the Old and
New Testaments, these commentaries stimulate the mind and capture the
imagination, rich with anecdotes and illustrations that bring life to any
ordinary Bible study.

ON THE WHOLE BIBLE
Born the son of a clergyman on October 18, 1662, Matthew Henry was
ordained into the British Presbyterian Church where he held the pastorate
in Chester from 1687 to 1712. He was widowed, married again and had 10
children, three whom died in infancy. Henry died in 1714. Henry began
work on his commentary as "Notes On The New Testament" in 1704 and the
monumental work was completed shortly before his death in 1714.
Remembered as a caring pastor, a passionate lover of the Word of God,
and a man of great personal integrity, Matthew Henry has left his mark on
the hearts of countless Christians who seek a deeper understanding of the
riches that Scripture contains. This edition of Matthew Henry's
Commentary on the Whole Bible uses the King James text and is abridged
from the original six volumes while faithfully retaining all of the vibrant
themes of that classic work. Everything here is in Matthew Henry's own
words and nothing relevant to today's reader has been omitted.

BULLETIN ... OF BOOKS ADDED TO THE PUBLIC LIBRARY OF DETROIT,
MICH
LOTTO
IS THE LOTTERY FUN OR FOLLY?
Wipf and Stock Publishers Did biblical characters gamble in casting lots? Did
reliance on casting lots encourage gambling? Do all risk-taking decisions
have a gambling element? Are Stock Exchange investments a form of
gambling? As more and more Christians are buying lottery tickets, Lotto: Is
the Lottery Fun or Folly? examines and argues cogently the biblical,
theological, historical, and ethical dimensions of lotteries. It provides upto-date information on many of the increasingly popular forms of gambling,
including charity gambling, but with particular emphasis on lotteries. It
explores theological issues and examines biblical and historical viewpoints
often overlooked by other works. This book is highly readable style and
nonjudgmental in its approach. It oﬀers practical and pastorally sensitive
advice on the control of gambling, and each chapter concludes with
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discussion questions to prompt further study.

HANDBUCH DER BIBELERKLÄRUNG. THE BIBLE MANUAL: AN
EXPOSITORY AND PRACTICAL COMMENTARY ON THE BOOKS OF
SCRIPTURE, ARRANGED IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER ...
THE EXPOSITORY TIMES
PROTESTANT CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES
A TEXTBOOK OF THE EVIDENCES OF THE TRUTHFULNESS OF THE
CHRISTIAN FAITH FOR CONSERVATIVE PROTESTANTS
OLD TESTAMENT THEOLOGY
InterVarsity Press Paul R. House provides a comprehensive theology of the
Old Testament, carefully exploring each Old Testament book, thematically
summarizing its content, and showing its theological signiﬁcance within
the whole of the Old Testament canon. Student friendly and useful to a
wide audience, this impressive work has proved a proﬁtable read for many.

EXPOSITORS BIBLE COMMENTARY WITH THE NEW INTERNATIONAL
VERSION OF THE HOLY BIBLE
Zondervan The Gold Medallion Award-winning Expositor's Bible Commentary
is a major contribution to the study and understanding of the Scriptures.
Providing pastors and Bible students with a comprehensive and scholarly
tool for the exposition of the Scriptures and the teaching and proclamation
of their message, this twelve-volume reference work has become a staple
of seminary and college libraries and pastors' studies worldwide. The
seventy-eight contributors come from the United States, Canada, England,
Scotland, Australia, and New Zealand, and from many denominations,
including Anglican, Baptist, Brethren, Methodist, Nazarene, Presbyterian,
and Reformed. They represent the best in evangelical scholarship
committed to the divine inspiration, complete trustworthiness, and full
authority of the Bible. The Expositor's Bible Commentary uses the New
International Version for its English text, but also refers freely to other
translations and to the original languages. Each book of the Bible has, in
addition to its exposition, an introduction, outline, and bibliography. Notes
on textual questions and special problems are correlated with the
expository units; transliteration and translation of Semitic and Greek
words make the more technical notes accessible to readers unacquainted
with the biblical languages. In matters where marked diﬀerences of
opinion exist, commentators, while stating their own convictions, deal
fairly and irenically with opposing views. VOLUMES AND CONTRIBUTORS
Volume 1 Introductory Articles: General, Old Testament, New Testament
Volume 2 Genesis: John H. Sailhamer Exodus: Walter C. Kaiser Jr. Leviticus:
R. Laird Harris Numbers: Ronald B. Allen Volume 3 Deuteronomy: Earl S.
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Kalland Joshua: Donald H. Madvig Judges: Herbert Wolf Ruth: F. B. Huey Jr.
1, 2 Samuel: Ronald F. Youngblood Volume 4 1, 2 Kings: Richard D.
Patterson and Hermann J. Austel 1, 2 Chronicles: J. Barton Payne Ezra,
Nehemiah: Edwin Yamauchi Esther: F. B. Huey Jr. Job: Elmer B. Smick
Volume 5 Psalms: Willem A. VanGemeren Proverbs: Allen P. Ross
Ecclesiastes: J. Staﬀord Wright Song of Songs: Dennis F. Kinlaw Volume 6
Isaiah: Geoﬀrey W. Grogan Jeremiah: Charles L. Feinberg Lamentations: H.
L. Ellison Ezekiel: Ralph H. Alexander Volume 7 Daniel: Gleason L. Archer Jr.
Hosea: Leon J. Wood Joel: Richard D. Patterson Amos: Thomas E.
McComiskey Obadiah: Carl E. Armerding Jonah: H. L. Ellison Micah: Thomas
E. McComiskey Nahum, Habakkuk: Carl E. Armerding Zephaniah: Larry
Walker Haggai: Robert L. Alden Zechariah: Kenneth L. Barker Malachi:
Robert L. Alden Volume 8 Matthew: D. A. Carson Mark: Walter W. Wessel
Luke: Walter L. Liefeld Volume 9 John: Merrill C. Tenney Acts: Richard N.
Longenecker Volume 10 Romans: Everett F. Harrison 1 Corinthians: W.
Harold Mare 2 Corinthians: Murray J. Harris Galatians: James Montgomery
Boice Volume 11 Ephesians: A. Skevington Wood Philippians: Homer A.
Kent Jr. Colossians: Curtis Vaughan 1, 2 Thessalonians: Robert L. Thomas 1,
2 Timothy: Ralph Earle Titus: D. Edmond Hiebert Philemon: Arthur A.
Rupprecht Volume 12 Hebrews: Leon Morris James: Donald W. Burdick 1, 2
Peter: Edwin A Blum 1,2, 3 John: Glenn W. Barker Jude: Edwin A. Blum
Revelation: Alan F. Johnson

THE EXPOSITORY TIMES
DANIEL IN THE LIONS' DEN
Flying Frog Publishing

EXPLORING BIBLE PROPHECY FROM GENESIS TO REVELATION
Harvest House Publishers Originally published: The popular Bible prophecy
commentary. c2006.

THE UNITED STATES CATALOG
BOOKS IN PRINT, 1902 : ENTRIES UNDER AUTHOR, SUBJECT, AND
TITLE IN ONE ALPHABET ...
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